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7 Things We Know So Far About the SolarWinds Attacks
Nearly two months after news surfaced about software updates 
from SolarWinds being used to distribute a backdoor Trojan called 
Sunburst/Solorigate to some 18,000 organizations worldwide, 
troubling questions remain about the scope and impact of the 
breach. The campaign, which the US government and others have 
described as a highly sophisticated espionage operation by a 
Russia-backed group, has raised broad fears of sensitive data being 
stolen from several US government agencies and large companies.

Cloud-Native Apps Make Software Supply Chain Security 
More Important Than Ever

Cloud-native deployments tend to be small, interchangeable, and 
easier to protect, but their software supply chains require closer 
attention.

How Neurodiversity Can Strengthen Cybersecurity Defense
With recent surveys suggesting the cybersecurity workforce gap 
decreased in 2020 from previous years — from 4 million worldwide 
in 2019 to 3.1 million in 2020 — 28% of CISOs firmly believe that 
"serious disruptions" will occur if these roles are not filled. Around 
76% of CIOs and CISOs believe the answer to this shortage lies in a 
more diverse skill set among those tackling cybersecurity tasks.

Singtel Suffers Zero-Day Cyberattack, Damage Unknown
The Tier 1 telecom giant was caught up in a coordinated, 
wide-ranging attack using unpatched security bugs in the Accellion 
legacy file-transfer platform.

mHealth Apps Expose Millions to Cyberattacks
Researcher testing of 30 mobile health apps for clinicians found 
that all of them had vulnerable APIs. Some 23 million mobile health 
(mHealth) application users are exposed to application 
programming interface (API) attacks that could expose sensitive 
information, according to researchers.

Intel Squashes High-Severity Graphics Driver Flaws
Intel has issued fixes for five high-severity vulnerabilities in its 
graphics drivers. Attackers can exploit these flaws to launch an 
array of malicious attacks – such as escalating their privileges, 
stealing sensitive data or launching denial-of-service attacks.

SAP Commerce Critical Security Bug Allows RCE
SAP is warning of a critical vulnerability in its SAP Commerce 
platform for e-commerce businesses. The vulnerability 
(CVE-2021-21477) affects SAP Commerce versions 1808, 1811, 1905, 
2005 and 2011. It ranks 9.9 out of 10 on the CVSS scale – making it 
critical in severity.

Teramind vs. InterGuard | 2021 Feature Comparison
Teramind and InterGuard, both are highly regarded as powerful 
employee monitoring platforms for the modern workforce. Both of 
them have strong activity monitoring, productivity analysis and 
reporting features. Especially, after the recent refresh of its UI, 
InterGuard has been able to up its game in user friendliness – a big 
factor for this kind of software. On the other hand, Teramind is 
already known for its intuitive, award-winning interface.

Apple Will Proxy Safe Browsing Traffic on iOS 14.5 to Hide 
User IPs from Google

Apple's upcoming iOS 14.5 release will ship with a feature that will 
re-route all Safari's Safe Browsing traffic through Apple-controlled 
proxy servers as a workaround to preserve user privacy and prevent 
Google from learning the IP addresses of iOS users.

Siemens Patches 21 Vulnerabilities in 2 Tools
Siemens has mitigated 21 vulnerabilities in two of its virtualization 
software tools that, if exploited, could enable attackers to gain 
remote control, exfiltrate data or cause systems to crash. In a patch 
update on Thursday, Siemens notes that the flaws, dubbed 
SSA-663999, are file parsing vulnerabilities that affect JT2Go, a 3D 
viewing tool, and Teamcenter, an enterprise visualization tool, in 
versions earlier than V13.1.0.1.

Hybrid, Older Users Most-Targeted by Gmail Attackers
Researchers at Google and Stanford analyzed a 1.2 billion malicious 
emails to find out what makes users likely to get attacked. 2FA 
wasn’t a big factor.

The FBI is Warning Companies About the Use of 
Out-of-date Windows 7 Systems, Desktop Sharing 
Software TeamViewer, and Weak Account Passwords.

The FBI issues this week a Private Industry Notification (PIN) alert to 
warn companies about the risks of using out-of-date Windows 7 
systems, poor account passwords, and desktop sharing software 
TeamViewer.

The Importance of a Proactive Cyber Defense Solution To 
Protect Your Critical Data

This is the era of Cybercriminals and understanding their methods 
and means, is the most important factor to avoid becoming their 
next victim.

How Micro-Drilling Can Enhance Your Cybersecurity 
Training

How cybersecurity department heads can make cognitive agility 
part of their training regimens.
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